FACTS AND FIGURES
Created in 2003, Haverim
L’Refuah is a non-profit organization
dedicated to helping people who
cannot afford the life-saving medicine or
medical care they need.
Our mission is to ensure that every person in
Israel receive the medicines they need, regardless
of their economic situation, so that nobody no longer
need choose between medicine – and food ever again

71,000,000
NIS

5,000

Medicine distributed
last year

As the largest organization providing free medicine to the
needy in Israel, we believe that nobody should ever lose his or
her life because they cannot afford medicine.

People receive
free medicine
every month

28

Pharmaceutical
companies in Israel
in support and
partnership

Over

600

medicine drop-off
points throughout
the country

150

Save a Life funds
raise donations for
medicines

The Free
Pharmacy:
Collecting
Medicines

We can all save lives!
Every year, over 500 million NIS worth of medicines are thrown to the trash in Israel.
We all have medicine at home: They can save lives!

What Can I Do?

1

Open your
medicine
cabinet

2

Take out all
the medicine
you no longer
need

3

Deliver them to one of the 600 drop off points
throughout the country. They are listed on our
website: www.haverim.org.il/e.
Or call our helpline: 03-5792220.

It’s that simple! You have now helped to save a life!
The medicines collected are now in our hands. Following rigorous
sorting, they will be distributed to people in need.

600

Over
medicine drop-off
points, including
all SuperPharm
branches

6,000

Packages of medicines
collected a day

500

million NIS
Value of medicines thrown
to the trash every year

100 %

of expired medicines
sent to 'green'
disposal

The Free
Pharmacy:
Sorting &
Distributing
Medicine

The medicine arrives at our
Free Pharmacy; now it’s up to us:

Sorting

Distributing

The medicines are sorted by
a team of pharmacists and
volunteers

A person in need of free medicine sends us a
prescription

Expired medicines are sent to
‘green’, ecological disposal
Valid medicines are stocked on
the Free Pharmacy shelves

1,100

Volunteers participate
in the collection effort

1,000

Over
social workers
in direct contact

Their social worker send us a signed letter
regarding their financial need
Our volunteers receive the documents and check whether
we can help
Our pharmacists prepare the medicines
The distribution team, including volunteers on motorbikes and mobile
pharmacy vans, deliver the medicines at no cost to the patient’s home or
hospital bed

95

Pharmacists
volunteer in the
Free Pharmacy

350 Packages of
free medicine sent
every day

of
t

175,000 NIS

Value of the most
expensive medicine
we ever supplied

Every 5
minutes

in average, we receive
a call for help

6

Volunteer lawyers
and one retired judge

350

Expensive medicines
delivered every
month

370

Legal cases
successfully
handled in the
Legal Aid Dept

Legal Aid Department

Assuring that you receive medicines
not included in your health insurance
We check the application
We apply to your Health Maintenance Organization (HMO)
or health insurance company
We supply the medicine from our
Free Pharmacy

If required, we open a Save a Life Fund
We receive compassion medicine from
pharmaceutical companies

The patient receives the medicines
When the medicine is proven to work,
the Legal Aid Department appeals to the HMO׳s Appeals
Committee for approval of the medicine

28 of the leading pharmaceutical
companies in Israel partner with Haverim
Since creating the Free Pharmacy, our mission has been to invite the pharmaceutical
companies to partner in our vision; that nobody should ever lose his or her life because
they can’t afford medicine.
Haverim enjoys the support of the leading pharmaceutical companies in Israel and
abroad. Our partners provide support in several ways: By donating close-to-expiration
medicine, by providing free, ‘Compassion’ medicine, by underwriting the cost of
deductibles, and more.
We look forward to building more partnerships with the pharmaceutical industry,
increasing their support and working together on our shared vision.
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1,200 special-needs and
handicapped children and
teenagers enjoy the activities of
Haverim L’Refuah’s Children Center.
Our volunteers accompany and befriend the
special needs children, in a variety of events,
summer and winter camps, trips throughout
Israel, weekends and holidays.

The Children’s Center

18 Weekends
and holidays
celebrated
together

The children, aged 7 and above, arrive from all over the
country. Their medical conditions vary: some receive full
care at home while others are hospitalized. Our social service
volunteers go the extra mile to ensure that no child remains alone,
while their families enjoy time off to take care of themselves and
their other children.

12 Summer and

winter camps, in
Israel and abroad

1,200

Special children

1,500

Volunteers

Every day we receive
requests to help fund lifesaving medicines, treatments
and operations, costing tens-ofthousands and sometimes millions
of Shekels.
We do everything we can to support and
give hope to every patient who is fighting for
their life, and faces financial hardship to fund
their health. We help out by providing expensive
medicines that aren’t covered by their insurance, as
well as by helping to fund complex medical procedures,
only available abroad.

‘ Save A Life’ Funds
Raising funds for life-saving medicine,
treatments and operations

150

Unique bank accounts,
one per patient

Behind every request there is a life at stake. We review each
request carefully and then open each applicant a dedicated bank
account where tax-deductible donations from friends and family are
collected to fund the medical expenses.

300

Over
patients access the
fund every year

How to donate to Haverim Le’Refuah?
By credit card: Call: 03 5777666
Or by PayPal: www.haverim.org.il/e
By check: Please send order to ‘Haverim L’Refuah’,
Shmuel Hanavi 4, Bnei Brak 5126811
If you would like a receipt, please attach your full address.

Remember!
Do you have medicine you no longer need?
Do you know of a family who is struggling to
acquire medicine?

We are here for you. Give us a call.

Helpline: 03-5792220 | Donations: 03-5777666
Haverim LeRefuah, Amuta No. 58-040-8748 | Shmuel Hanavi 4, Bnei Brak 5126811
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